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Message Of Hope
Americans believe in God. They
believe in the Word of God. Our
country was founded colonially at
the time of, and to a vital degree on
faith in, the King James Bible of
16U.
Tbe colonies looked to written
cbarters for their legitimacy. In
time, the conviction that the King
himself bad violated the contract
brought forth a new nation-again
based on written documents: (1)
The Declaration of Independence,
(2) The Treaty of Paris of 17&3,
(3) The Constitution.
A nation so grounded in literacy
must look to its educational system.
This, America bas surely done. Yet

Supreme Court decree is implicit
atheism. Our so - called "public"
schools-no longer concerned with
teaching children so much as with
regimenting the population-render unto Caesar the things which
are God's.

Forced assimilation of the races
- the most revolutionary experiment on human beings conceivable

- is being attempted by tbe government I h r 0 ugh the "public"
schools.
Thank God, the experiment was
begun before the subjects were
fully anaesthetizedl A c r ass the
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nation today there is a vigorous

we may have loved our schools not

reaction. Americans are returning
to private schools! This can mean

wisely but too well For the doctrine of the separation of church
and state bas not been paralleled
by the equally logical doctrine of
the separation of school and state.
It can be shown that education is
inseparable from religion. For a
quick illustration - you cannot
teach history without saying something about Jesus of Nazareth.
Whatever you say will imply some.
kind of religious attitude.
Yet school and state have been
ever mOre closely united, and today
the religious attitude required by

a new birth - not only of freedom,
but of education.
The proceedings of the Chattanooga Conference will be published in full, beginning with this issue
of THE CITIZEN. We do not need
to praise the extraordinary event
which occurred in the "Dynamo
of Dixie" on January 7-8, 1966. You
will judge for yourself as you read
the ensuing pages. We do want 10
tell you in ODe word what we
believe was the message of the
Conference.
The word is hope!
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President's Report-

We Must Continue The Fight!
By Roy V. HARRIS
It is a good thing to take stock
at the beginning of every year. It
is good to review the bappenings of
the past year and to make plans
for the new.

Those of us who have been in
the long fight to preserve our segregated way of life bave some things
to be consoled about when we
review the year 1965. And then,
again, there are some things which
are not very consoling.

The most comforting thing about
the present situation is that the so-

called "civil rights" leaders - the
political bypocrites, the Communists, the pinks and the punks-are
not satisfied ,vith their accomplisb.
ments for the year 1965.
They frankly admit that there is

all of the civil rights laws and all
of the force and pressure of the
Federal government - to achieve
only tOKen integration in the Deep
South - and, in a lot of states, that
token integration is very spotty.
One high government official in
Washington r e c e n t I y trying to
explain why no more progress has

been made from their stand point,
sized the situation up this way:

"We'ue traditioJ1JJUy acted as if
Negroes were white - and they're
notr

more segregation now in the great

As evidence of their failure, the
"Great Society" has reached the
COD c Ius ion that new laws. new
plans and new schemes must be
devised.
The plans and the schemes have
now been devised. They bave been
published by the Office of Policy
Planning and Res ea rc h of the
Urrited States Department of Labor.
The booklet is entitled "The egro
Family: and it may be purchased
from The Citizens' Council at Jackson, Mississippi, at $1 each.
They start off by saying:
"It is ... clear that carrying ( the
Negro) revolution forward to a
successful co n c Ius ion is a first
p rio r it y confronting the "Great
Society."
ow, what does the "G rea t

cities of the North than there was
10 years ago. They fraokly admit
that they have been able - ,vith

Society" consider "a successful conclusion" and bow do they propose
to reach that conclusion?

Here is what they say:

1. "It is increasingly demanded
that the distribution of success and
failure within one group be roughly
comparable to that within other
groups. It is not enough that all

Rov V . Harris is President of the
Citizens' Councils 01 America. An
attorney in Augusta. eecrgia. he
once .eroed .. Speaker at the
Georgia Howe at R.".....,.,at/ves.
Hil weekly newspaper. The
Augusta Courier, is read throughout the nation., and hil plainIPOIc.en commentariu are u;idely
qooted.
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about in America, and in the main

the Negro American demands are
being put forth in this now traditional and established framework.
"Liberty does, of course, demand
that every one be free to try his
luck, to test bis skill in such matters.
But t b e s e opportunities do not
necessarily produce equality; on
the contrary, to the extent that
winners imply losers, equality of
opportunity almost insures inequality of results . . . . Equality of
opporturrity now has a different
mearring for 'egroes than it has
for wbites. In Bayard Rustin's
tenns, 'It is DOW concerned not
merely ,vith removing the barriers
to full opporturrity but with achieving the fact of equality: By equality
R U 5 tin means a distribution of
achievements among Negroes
roughly comparable to that among
whites."
2. "The Negro American revolution is seeking the peaceful assirrrilation of the races in the Urrited
States."
Now, it is up to us to devise ways

and means for combatting the insalrity involved in these schemes

individuals start out on even tenos,

and to continue to preserve the seg-

if the members of one group almost
invariably end up well to the fore,
and those of another far to the rear.
That is what ethrric politics are all

regation and separation of the
white and Negro races.
There must be no assimilation of

FEBRUARY
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the white and Negro races, either
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peacefully or otherwise, in this
country!
It is not my purpose here to discuss the plans or the strategy. At
this time, I would like to say to you
that it is up to the white people of
this country to defeat the purposeS
of the so-called civil rights leaders,
the political hypocrites, the Communists, the pinks, the punks and
their stooges.
The American people can do it
if they see fit.
At this time, I will content myself with giving to you what a great
Georgia statesman wrote on a ew
Year's in another era when his
people faced great difficulties.
Thomes E. \Vatson, a fonner
Congressman and United States
Senator from Georgia - and one
of the greatest writers Georgia has
ever produced - once wrote:
"Father Timel We tremble as we
feel you leading us toward the door
of the New Year. Beyond that
portal we cannot see and we dread
it as children dread the dark.
"Deal gently with us in the ew
Year, Father Timel
"Give us strength to bear the
cross, for we know we must bear it.
"Give us courage for the battle,
for we mow that we must fight it.
"Give us patience to enduxe, for
we mow that we shall need it.
"Give us charity that thinks no
evil, and which will stretch forth
the helpful hand to lift our weaker
brother out of the mire, rather than

the cruel scorn which passes him
by or thrusts him further down.
"Cive us the faith in the right
which no defeat can disturb and no
discouragement uodennine.

•

"Give us the love of truth which
temptation can seduce and
menace can intimidate.
DO

DO

"Give us the fortitude through
which the cloud and the gloom and

"What is there to live for, if you
are never to think, never to speak,
never to act, save as the echo of
some master you dread? Better the
death of the brave, than the long
misery of the mental serf.

sorrow of apparent failure can see

the distant pinnacles upon which
the everlasting sunlight rests.
"Give us the pride which suffers
no contamination, no compromise

of self respect, no willful desertion
of earnest convictioD.
"Give us the purpose that Dever

turns and the hope that never dies.
"And, Father Time, should the
New Year into which you are
taking us, have upon its calendar
that one in which the few who love
us shall be bowed down in sackcloth and ashes, let that day, like
all the others, find us on duty faithful to the end.
"Do not become discouraged I
Don't lose heartl
"You may not be able to see the
harvest, where you have patiently
sown the seed, - but, be assured
of this: No seed is lost!
"The truthful word, manfully
spoken, the earnest effort honestly
made, the noble creed consistently
held - these are things which do
not perish; they live on and move
the world and mould the destinies
of men long after you are dust.
"Leave cowardice to the cowards;

leave servility to the slaves. Be a
man-proud, though in homespun;
free, though in a hut.
"Own your own soul! Dare to

lis ten to your own heartbeatl
Between you and God's sunlight,
let no shadow of fear fall.
THE CITIZEN

.. at always is it easy to know
the right - very often is the road
rough. Human praise can be won

by sborter routes. Honors and
riches are not always its rewards.
Pleasanter days and calmer nights
may be yours, if you float smoothly
down the tide of policy - steering
deftly by the rules of the expedient.
"But, has life nothing loftier than
this? Is there no divine voice within
you that calls for better things? Is
there no greater pulse beat or duty
within you - no flame of the

"Not so! Not so! Levity may
slight, and ignorance may disregard the b less e d heirlooms of
human endeavor, of patriotic pur-

pose, of high-minded self-sacrifice,
but they are there, and, like the
signal fires of the highlands, they
call heroic hearts to duty!
"You may have desponded, but
you must

DOt

despair. You may

have stumbled, but you must not
fall. You will rouse yourself - and
press forward. You will do your
duty - for that is your religion.
j f wrong triumphs, it shall not
you as a partner in the crime.

claim

"If the light dies out in the homes
of the people, the curses of the
unhappy shall not blast your name.

wrong flings its gage of battle at
your feet?

"You ,viiI be a man - loyal, fearless, independent, ready for work,
and loyal to the last to the creed
which your heart approves.

"Are you willing that the right
shall call for aid and you give no
succor; that truth shall plead for
help, and you bear no witness?

-

warrior spirit -

when insolent

"Is the torch of Liberty - passed
on from hand to hand, down the
ages, in which brave men dared
to keep it lit-to find you unwilling
to hold it aloft?
"Shall the temple of civil freedom, reared by the great men who
are gone, stand vacant - calling
mutely, calling vainly, for votaries
at the shrine?

"Was it aU a mockery - this long
struggle your forefathers made for
Justice? Is it an idle tale - this
story of the beroism with which the
rights of the people were slowly
won?
FEBRUARY 1vee

"Men like these - and no others
won every treasure in the store-

house of Liberty, every jewel in the
crown of good government, every
thread in the golden tissue of
religion and good political freedom.
"Men like these - and no others
- are going to keep ali ve the
sacred fires our fathers kindled, are
going to stamp out the foul heresies
that imperil our rights, are going
to fight to the death those who
would tum back the march of
human happiness, and are going to
rededicate this government to the
principles upon w hie h it was
founded!
"Stand firm, and fear notl
"From underneath the weight of
every failure. rise and come again!
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The Citizens' Councils
And Private Education
By W.
The first Citizeos' Council was
organized by civic leaders in Indianola, Mississippi on July 14,
1954. Its primary purpose was to
deal with the threat to the Indianola
public schools posed by the school
integration decision of the U. S.
Supreme Court that had been
handed down just two months
before.
At that time, almost 12 years ago,
the founders of the first Citizens'
Council had no way of knowing the
particulars of the vast dimensions
and complexities of the racial re-

J.
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volution to follow. But they did
sense the mortal peril aimed generally at our society and specifically
at our social institutions. Therefore, they reacted as men of
character and intelligence have
historically rea c ted when their
community is threatened by barbaric invasion. They thought first
of their children - through whom
and only through whom their values, accumulated by generations
of experience, could be transmitted
to posterity.
Thus, the instinctive response of
the very first Citizens' Council
anywhere - the one that blazed a
trail and set wise guideposts for
others to follow - arose from the
first law of nature itself, the will
to survive. For DO group can survive if it cannot control the raising
of its young. Even the beasts of
the field fight for this primordial
urge. Can men be expected to do
less? True, the weapons are different, but the basic concepts are the
same, and that, primarily, is what

w. J. SIInmoIu " ..., .......... of
IIoe c __ c....... of Aourb
ad ..J/Ior of THE ClTl%DI. H.

b... ,.,

GC:tfcIIr .. or•••
C~ ~ Fou.4a"o • •
1DCII

JtJCboa. Mini ·P....
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the entire controversy over school
integration is all about - the right
of parents to control the raising of
their children.
The local Cit i zen s' Councils
spread rapidJy, as we mow, and
became in time components in a
nationwide movement that now
reaches out from the Southern
states to the Great Lakes, to ew
York and Maryland, and to California and the Northwest. Soon it may
well extend beyond the seas.
This great citizens' movement,
centered in the Citizens' Councils
of America, has engaged and will
continue to engage the collective
enemies of our individual freedom
and liberty on many fronts. Comprehensive programs - war plans,
if you please - have been devised
and are being implemented to win
victory in this war for the survival
of our race. These programs and
plans, in tum, are of necessity
designed to deal with the far-ranging conflict.
But never, since the earliest days
of the movement? have Citizens'
Council members lost sight of the
first war aim of all - the education
of their children. They want their
children to be raised and educated
free from the tensions of racial
conflict in the classroom, free from
tlie frustrating drag of mass medioFEBRUARY 1DSS

crity, and free from the blight of
self - styled progressive educators
whose avowed aim is to tum young
Americans from the established
inheritance of their fathers to alien
theories of collectivism and antiwhite racism.
During the first eight to 10 years
follmving the U. S. Supreme Court's
s c h 001 integration decision, our
public schools in the South were,
in varying degrees, relatively free
from these harmful influences. We
were proud of our public schools,
built and financed by our own tax
money. They were an integral and
vital part of the life of every Southern community. As such, our public
schools reflected and were responsive to the wishes and ideals of the
parents whose children were the
reason for their existence. In this
con t ext, the Citizens' Councils
worked hard to protect our local
public schools and to defend them
from the radical forces previously
mentioned. Despite all the educational hierarchy, the Federal
courts and the egro organizations
could do, the public schools were
protected for 10 years, during
which time they prospered and
grew.

But under the impact of assaults
by Negro revolutionaries through
the Federal courts, breaches were

•

made in the walls. Then, with the

&om authoritative spokesmen later

passage of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, gaping holes appeared and
the public schools were left defenseless. A new we a pan was
brought into action - one that

during this Conference, that aside
from its other objectionable features integration, beyond token
limits, makes education virtually
impossible. And HEW is not going

proved more deadly than all the

to settle for token integration!

others. It was economic pressure

applied by the U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
For the sake of a few Federal
dollars -

a very few, compared

with the state and local funds school district after school district
in the South signed compliance

pledges whereby they agreed to
abide by any decrees, present or
future, made by HEW. With this
de,-elopment, it became clear that
Southern public schools, whether
\\;llingly or not, had moved from
local to Federal control. They had
become government schools.
The parents had lost the ability
to determine the education of their
children, because thev had no voice
in the government schools. In fact.

parents are regarded with hostility
by the Federal bureaucrats who

have now assumed all of the real
prerogatives of deciding what, how,
by whom, and with whom the

pupils should be taught.
Although the conquest of the
public schools by the Negro revolutionaries has been accomplished,
• period of time wiU be required
for their COm pIe t e occupation
bec:lllse of the sheer magnitude of
the numbers involved. Therefore,
many Southerners still refuse to

face reality and delude themselves
into thinking that their local public
schools can survive as acceptable

means of educating their children.
But we l'l1oW that they are wrong.
\Ve Imow, as you will hear in detail
10

What then, is the answer? The
answer is private education.

Recognizing this obvious fact,
the Citizens' Councils long ago
began making plans to enter the
private school field in an active

way. We were enlightened and
inspired by the tremendously successful experience of the people of
Prince Edward County, Virginia.
You will hear about that from Mr.
Roy Pearson, head of their private
school Foundation. It is an inspiring story from which we all can

learn much. The people there succeeded for two reasons - they
were detennined, and thev were
organized.
.

placed in the position of having to
send his or her child to an integrated school to get an education.
That responsibility has been met,
and it will be met from now on.
The d eta iI s of how Council
School No. 1 was organized and is
operated will be told by others.
Suffice it to say here that no project undertaken by the Jacksnn
Citizens' Council has been so fully
rewarding as this one, in terms of
dra wi ng ou r members closer

such a Council, we ,viii be happy
to help you meet the need.
From the private scbool educator's point of view, on the other

hand, the active hacking of an organization capable of financing the
school, s u pp I yi n g many of its
students, and mobilizing community support - particularly under
the often hostile and divisive conditions prevailing today - would
seem to be not only desirable but
essential.

togetber, making the Council
stronger, gaining the respect of the
community, and in terms of experience gained.
Our office in Jackson has been
enabled, as a consequence, to be
of material assistance to at her
Councils and groups throughout a
wide area of the Deep South as
they have begun their own private

only close, but pervasive, and is
destined to grow. As one grows,
so does the other, and it is natural
that this should be.

schools. \Ve will continue to pro"ide such assistance to any who
may request it.

Mississippi, for instance. and note

Therefore, the community of interest between the Citizens' Councils and private education is not

How much the private education
sector is destined to grow is only

visualized in hazy outline by most
of our people as yet. They look at
that 51 private schools have been
chartered by the Secretary of State.
Of this number, probably 40 are in
actual operation. The number in

When Citizens' Council leaders
made the decision that the Councils
should take a leading position in
the development of private schools,
it followed that the best way to
begin was by starting a pilot school

ized, strong Councils t a c k I e the
job systematically and intelligently,
excellent s c h 0 a 1s invariably are

some other states is greater -

of our own. First. state tuition
grants were strongly and success-

formed. But where there is an
absence of good organization, capa-

one really knows how many private
schools are in operation in the

fully advocated. Then, the Council
School Foundation was organized
and Council Scbool o. 1 began

ble of handling the material problems connected with schools and
capable of protecting the embryo
from the attacks of short-sighted
and jealous public school monopolists, in those cases there is apt to
be a false start followed by floundering and failure.

South because they are spreading
so rapidly and there is no central

operating in Jackson, Mississippi in

the fall of 1964. Its opening coincided with the advent of token
integration in the Jackson public
schools.
Council School No. 1 was the
answer to a responsibility that had
been felt for many years by leaders
of the Jackson Citizens' Council that no member of the Jackson
Citizens' Council would ever be
THE CITIZEN

In all cases we have observed the
same results. \Vhere weB - organ-

So it is very important to have a

good, strong Citizens Council to
provide the underpinning. That
should be the first essential for the
organization of a private school. U
your community does not have
FEBRUARY I SUS 6

in

Louisiana for example. Actually, no

agency to count noses. This Con-

ference itself, the first of its kind
ever held, as far as I know, is a
real landmark - indicative of the
rapid growth of private education
and of the role the Citizens Councils can play.
But while the rate of growth of
private education in the South has
been phenomenal, especially during
the past year under the inapetus of
public school integration, quanti11

tatively private education is still
smaH compared to public or government education.

That is not true of the North and
East, however, and in the amazing
growth of private education in the
great cities of those regions we can

glimpse the real extent of what we
can anticipate in the South. The
massive shift of white pupils &om
public to private education outside
the South is one of the great untold
stories of our decade.
Unassisted by state tuition grants,
unorganized except in loose neigh-

borhood property-owners associations, Northern parents have provided quality education for their
children at great personal cost.
They are seeing to it that they do
control the raising and education

of their young, &ee from the chaos
and disorder of integrated government schools.
Here are just a few examples that
will indicate the magnitude of the
migration of white children from
government to private schools in

the North and East.
In New York City, the fountainhead of integration and beneficiary
of a stringent Civil Rights Act for
many years, integration is failing
because whites are leaving the
blacks in public schools. On Manhattan Island, core of the city, the
proportion of white children in
public elementary schools declined
from 60 per cent in 1945 to 45 per
cent in 1954 and to 22.8 per cent
in 1964 - a massive shift indeed.
In less than 20 years more than
half of the white children in Manhattan went &om public to private
schools. For the city as a whole,
the figures are even more startling.
12

In New York live seven million

whites and one million Negroes.
Yet in the public schools, according
to a report of the city's Board of
Education on January IS, 1965,
white children are

DOW

in a minor-

ity - 49.2 per cent.
In other words. the egro minority.of 12.5 per cent supplies 51.8 per
cent of the public school enroUment
in ew York - while the white
majority of 87.5 per cent supplies
only 49.2 per cent. These figures
graphically illustrate the scale on
which white parents have turned
from public schools when integrated. Furthermore, an article in The
New York Times of May 2, 1965
entitled "Close To Midnight For
The ew York Schools" states in
part: "Public confidence in the
school system is fearfully low and
dropping. White children are leaving the city public schools at a rate
of 40,000 a year and. . . by percentages a rate of 60,000 a year is
predicted in the near future:
In Chicago, egroes account for
54 per cent of the public eleroentary school enroUment and 36 per
cent of high school enroUment. By
1970, just four years from now,
Look magazine predicts that Chicago's elementary schools will be
65 per cent egro and the high
schools 45 per cent Negro. The
whites in Chicago are turning to
private education.
The story is the same in other
large cities. In Philadelphia, school
Superintendent C. Taylor Whittier
complained last May to the Citizens' Committee on Public Education that the flight of white persons
from the city was destroying attempts to achieve an integrated
system, and he added that many
THE CITIZEN

white people who did not move to
the suburbs sent their children to
private schools.
The most dramatic example of
this trend is, of course, Washington, D. c., whose school system
was designated by President Eisenhower as a "model" of racial integration for . the nation to foHow.
The nation has foHowed the model,
aU right - but the model hasn't
led to integration I It has led instead
to resegregation. The percentage of
whites in Washington's public
schools has dropped from 51.6 in
1949 to 10 per cent in 1965, and
most of the 10 per cent are in segregated Nor t h w est Washington,
where live the bureaucrats who
now control our public schools.
With these indisputable facts
before us, how can any realistic
person doubt the inevitability of a
similar shift from public - or govto private education in

ernment -

the South? The field is there before
us, waiting to be worked. It presents the Citizens' Councils with an
exciting chaUenge and the greatest
opportunity of our existen.ce.
I submit to you that the Citizens'
Councils ,ViU find much of their
destiny in taking a position of leadership in the growing movement
to private education. We have
made a good beginning. Now, let's
get on with our workl
For in providing for the proper
education of our young people, we
provide for the survival of our
race. Althovgh the circumstances
have c han g e d and a thousand
battles have been fought in the
interim, we wiH be stirred by the
same purpose that motivated the 14
men who founded the Indianola
Citizens' Council almost 12 years
ago. We will be thinking first of
our children!
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How Classroom Desegregation Works
By DR. HENRY E. GARRETT
The question of "How classroom
desegregation will w 0 r k" is of
crucial importance to every parent,
whether he has children of school
age or not. Put briefly, the answer
to the question is that desegregation of public scbools will lead,
first, to demoralization, both academically and socially. This will
be followed by disorganization and
finally - if doggedly persisted in
- to the breakdown of public
education.
What are the facts which support this definite assertion?
It has long been k now n that
egro pupils lag behind whites
from 1 to 3 grades in elementary
school. R e c e n t studies (1962)
made over a l().year peri 0 d in

testimony by knowledgeable per-

Georgia and verified (1963) in Virginia show the Neg r 0, on the
average. to be two or more grades
behind the white in the key subjects-reading and arithmetic. And
the lag becomes steadily greater
as we go up the grades.
Wholesale desegregation wi 11
leave the school administrator with
only two choices: He can lower
standards to accommodate the
Negroes, thereby denying the white
a good education; or he can maintain white standards with resulting failures, drop-outs and tensions
among the Negroes. In neither
case will public education be
strengthened.
The only sensible procedure, of
course. is to maintain two levels
of instruction and use different
systems of grading as has been
done successfully over the years.
This will provide the best learning
and teaching situation for both
white and Negro pupils. In two
recent court cases (Stell, 1963 and
Evers, 1964), the following conclusions were brought out in sworn
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sons:

(1) Desegregation benefits
neither the Negro nor white;
(2) Desegregation does not improve the egroes' school
performance;
(3) There is real emotional barm
when egro youngsters are
forced into white schools by
court order;

(4) Intellectual differences are
due chiefly to heredity, not
to environment.

In high school, the gap between
white and Negro pupils becomes a
chasm. A significant recent study
(1963) called "Project Talent" reveals the extent of white- egro
differences in the nation's high
scbools. This study was financed
hy the U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Wellare; it includes
data on over 700 high schools and
SOO,OOO pupils. Various aptitude
as well as achievement tests were
administered. Most of these,
especially the achievement tests,
are highly predictive of s c h 0 0 I
learning. Scores we r e not published for individual w hit e and
, e g r 0 students. Instead, scores
were released for classes baving
Negro enrollments ranging from 0
to 100 per cent. Intermediate steps
are 1 to 9 per cent of Negroes, 10
to 19 per cent Negroes, 20 to 29
per cent egroes and 30 to 99 per
cent Negroes. The zero classes are

all white, the 100 per cent classes
all Negro.
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Results were clear cut. Average

scores on the tests decreased sharply and regularly as the proportion
of Negroes increased -

in many

cases by 50 per cent or more. The
regular fi 0 d i 0 g was the more
Negroes the lower the score. De·
c.eases in mean score with increasing percentages of Negroes were
only slightly less in the Eastern
states t han in the Southeastern.
Project Talent may be summarized
as follows:

The patrons of a newly-desegregated high school can look forward
with certainty to lower academic
per for maD c e. more drO(H>uts,
greater incidence of absenteeism,
higher costs and fewer graduates
going to college. These will occur
in direct proportion to the number
of Negroes enrolled. Delinquency
regularly increases as the percentage of Negroes rises.
One final study (of college students) may be cited. Clark and
Plotkin reported in 1963 that of
some 1200 Negro studeots in
Northern colleges, those from segregated Southern schools had better records than those from iotegrated orthern schools. Because
of a better social climate as well
as for academic reasons, man y
Northern 'egro parents send their
children to segregated Sou the r n
high schools.
Several speakers on this program
will provide case studies showing
how badly desegregation has failed
in practice. Hence, we shall only
15

comment briefly on the experiences

of three large cities: Washington,
New York and Los Angeles.

Washington, D. C.:
When Washington's schools were
desegregated in 1954-55, the District of Columbia was designated
to be a "mndel city" in w b i c h
would be displayed the benefits
of integrated public schools. Because Washington parents :u:e nearly all government oriented and professed "liberals: success was &eely
predicted.
Instead, the embarrassing results
of this "'integration showcase" are
well known. There has been a
steady loss of white pupils, until
now the school population is more
than 90 per cent Negro and the
population of the District is 62 per
cent Negro. Schools are resegregated as whites move out to the
suburbs. Many w hit e teachers,
unable to maintain classroom discipline or teach effectively, have
resigned. Schools have experienced
major Tiots~ and vandalism is commonplace. Crime has skyrocketed,
85 per cent of which is attributed
to 'egroes. City streets are unsafe even in daylight.
The effects of desegregation upon Negro parents has been anything but happy. Interested Negro
patrons could not understand why
therr child who had consistently
stood in the upper quarter of his
class, now with desegregation harely passed his work. For man y
children, the loss of self-esteem and
status were heartbreaking and were
the causes of many drop-outs.
The above points up one of the
evils of even "token" desegregation.
The brighter Negro children are
removed &om therr schools, thus

...

depriving those left of Negro
leadership. Moreover, the brighter
Negroes are no longer as bright
comparatively as they were in therr
own group, and hence are dissatisfied.

New York City:
Owing to residential segregation,
many of New York's public schools
are virtually 100 per cent Negro
or Puerto Rican. Agitation against
so-called de facto segregation has
forced New York authorities to bus
children &om one area of the city
to another. This is done to achieve
what is called "racial balance" and
to break up neighborhood schools.
A good summary of the results
obtained &om these policies in
New York has been given by
Martin Mayer, a student of American education. The following quotations are from Mayels article,
"Close To Midnight For New York
Schools: which appeared in The
New Yark Times Magazine for May
2, 1965:

"Public coo£idence in the (New
York City) school system is fearfully low and is dropping. White
children are leaving the city public
schools at the rat e of 40,000 a
year." (The Allen report predicts
a rate of 60,000 a year.) "Normal
parents of any color need not be
racist to refuse to send therr children into classes where the tone is
set by low expectations the schools
have derived &om therr experience
with minority groups ..... Indeed,
it is difficult to fathom the thought
process of people who insist that
there will be gains in racial attitudes of whites or (gains) in the
self·image of Negroes &om daily
experiences which visibly proclaim
that dark-skinned c h il d r e n are
THE CITIZEN

'dumber' than 'pale-skinned' children."Not long ago, many of us felt
that a large share of the Negro
failure in the schools was itself the
prnduct of segregation; but almost
nobody whose opinion is w 0 r t h
considering believes it to day."
(Italics added).
"The tradition of success is almost gone - in increasing numbers teachers and principals live
with the expectation of failure
and a safety net of excuses. . . . .
The decline (of the system) will
be fairly precipitous but no one
will be able to mar k the place
where the system fell over the
cliff and became a custodial institution for children who have no
future."
New York is not alone. The
schools of Chicago and of other
great cities have suffered &om
many of the integration difficulties
experienced by New Y 0 r k. In
Ch icago and B os ton, however,
school authorities have been able
to withstand much of the extreme
pressure exerted by various socalled "civil rights" groups; and to
that degree have avoided many
evil consequences.

Los Angeles:
The Far West was not prepared
for the influx of Negroes that
swarmed there during and after
World War 11. But school authorities dutifully tried to integrate
these chi I d r e n into the public
schools. The results h a v e been
anytlUng but happy.
In a recent book (White Teacher
In A Black Sclwol, 19(4 ), Robert
Kendall, a young idealistic white
teacher tells what bappened when
he undertook to teach 9th grade
FEBRUARY IGSIS

English in a 90 per cent Negro
s c h 00 J in Los Angeles. Kendall
says he came to Los Angeles a believer in equalitarian dogma. He
had accepted all of the "liberal"
propaganda; he believed the Negro
to be equal to the white in learning
ability, to differ only in skin color,
and to be lagging in educational
development solely because of oppression, discrimination and prejudice. His disillusionment was
pathetic. What he found was a
class of semi-illiterates, with DO
interest in learning, but ,vith great
interest in getting "good marks:
filthy in speech, obsessed with sex,
irrepressible and de f ian t of authority.
For his honesty, and to keep the
world safe for hypocrisy, Kendall
was fired &om his teaching job
and accused of "race-hate: apparently the most deadly crime in
the lexicon of the Liberal Establishment.
Some quotations from teachers in
recently desegregated schools are
relevant in closing this section:
"Race mixing in the lst grade is
the quickest way to produce a
negroid culture."
"Each race tends to adopt the
worst of the customs, habits,
morals, attitudes and speech of
the other."
"The bright pupils in my class
are all leaving."
"Virtually all soc i a I activities
have been abandoned."
"A mixed class requires a smaller
enrollment than an unmixed class."
"Integrated schools are more expensive than are one-race schools.So far, we .have given several illustrations of how desegregation
has failed in our large cities, and
have presented data on the compar17

ative school abilities of white and
'egro pupils which have rendered
these failures inevitable. Most pe0ple agree as to the facts presented.
But there is a marked disagreement

on the inteTpretatian of these facts.
Social scientists, educators, Federal
bureaucrats, preachers and assorted
sentimentalists will, for the most
part, argue that the environment
accounts for 'egro-wbite differences in mental test perfonnances.

and for Negro failures in school. If
the Negro child fails in school, they
hold not t hat he is mentally retarded, but t hat he is "disadvantaged" or that the system is to
blame. If he is a drop-out, the
school and society - never the
child - are at fault; if he is delinquent, he is not vicious and incorrigible but misunderstood.
Several illustrations will bring out
the environmentalist point of view.

In the book, The Negro Family,
published in 1965 by the U. S. Department of Labor, we find on
page 35 an acknowledgement that
the Negro child is consistently poor
on mental tests. This discussion is
followed by the statement: '"There
is absolutely no question of any
g e net i c differential: Intelligence
potential is distributed am 0 n g
Negro infants in the same proportion and pattern as am 0 n g Icelanders or Chinese or any other
group. American society, however,

impairs the Negro potential."
0
evidence is given for this sweeping

Negro is due ·simply and solely"

equalitarian invariably retreats to

to oppression, discrimination and

an emotional (XlSition, accusing

prejudice. Mr. Johnson hardly
qualifies as a social SCientist, to be
sure, but he is an expert politician
-and Negroes have votes.
The newspapers quote the chairman of the Civil Rights Commission, John A. Hannah, as having

questioner of big 0 try and prejudice, or belaboring him for unChristian attitudes. 0 ft e nth e
equalitarian will admit his willingness to "sacrifice the education of

written the President that racial

segregation of children in school
"does serious harm to all cbildren."
John A. Hannah, now president of
Michigan State University, did his
graduate work in poultry production and is an expert "chickenologist." No do u b t, in Johnson's
mind, this qualifies Hannah to pronounce on racial differences.

The U. S. Commissioner of Education, Francis Keppel, in an article
in the Phi Delta Kappan for September 1964, wrote as follows:
"At the outset let us be clear
about segregation. Whether it be
blatant in the South or subtle in
the 'orth, it saps and diminishes
democracy and justice. Whether
it exists by law or by custom, by
edict or by tradition, by patterns
of unemployment or pat t ern s of
housing, segregation hurts all children, Negro and white alike."
This is, of course, strictly Keppel's opinion; and Keppel is a supreme egotist. There is no evidence
for this sweeping statement and

Keppel offers none.
These expressions are typical of
the vie w s of the "liberal" equali-

statement because there is none.

tarian who believes -

All of the evidence points to the

argues -

contrary conclusion.
In a commencement address to

is the primary cause of the Negro's
lack of educational potential, and
that given equal opportunity the
Negro will rise to the level of the
white child. When pre sse d for
evidence to support his belief, the

the graduates of Howard University in the spring of 1965, President Johnson said in paraphrase
that the present low status of the

I.

or at least

that nurture, not nature,
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a generation of white children to

enable the Negro to catch up."
Unfornmately. such sacrifice
would be futile. The evidence is
overwhelming t hat desegregation
does not make the Negro a better
student - it makes him a poorer
student. The brighter Negro children find themselves less advanced
in class; and the less able, unable
to compete, grow bitter and restive.
The reason for this is plain: The
Negro is of a different race - not
simply a white man with a black
skin!

There are four sources of evi·
dence for the inborn nature of
Negro-white differences in intelligence and behavior. These are:
(1) Biology;
(2) Psychology;
(3) History;
(4) Temperament (leading to
differences in social behavior).
Biology:
There is s t ron g evidence, presented by Dr. Carleton Coon in his
book, The Origin Of Races, published in 1962, that the Negro race
is less advanced in an evolutionary
sense than is the white race-perhaps by as much as 200,000 years.
Even if we discount this figure by
as much as 100,000 years - cut the
evolutionary gap in half - the
egro race would still be immature
as compared to the w hit e. The
Negro's brain. on the average, is
smaller, lighter and less fissured
FEBRUARY ISlee

than the white man's brain. (See
Dr. \\1_ C. George's The Biology Of
The Race Problem, also publisbed
in 1962.) It is manifestly unfair,
therefore, to force -egro children
to compete on white standards with

white children. And it is equally
uofair to deprive white children of
the opportunity to assimilate quality education.
Studies of twins (identical twins
have the same heredity) have
shown that inheritance contributes
three times as much as does nurture
to individual differences. Differences between white and egro
children, then, can be predicted to
arise in the ratio of 3 to 1 from
heredity over environment.

Psychology:
On the average, the Kegro child
has a Stanford-Binet IQ of SO to
the white child's IQ of 100. In
consequence, only the best 10 to
15 per cent of Negro pupils do as
well as the average white child on
educational tests. Men t a I tests
given in World War I, World War
n and the Korean War to both
Negro and white soldiers rev e a I
that in all three wars, only about
15 per cent of the Negroes performed as well as the average white
soldier. There was no "catching
up· comparatively, des pit e the
great educational and economic
improvements in the Negro's con-

dition over the 3O-year peri 0 d.
Both Negroes and whites improve
in test score as their environments
improve, but the gap between the
races does not narrow.
A recent excellent book, C. D.
Darlington's Gene ti cs And Man,
published in 1964, stresses the fact
that man to a large degree makes

his own environment. The import-

I.

ance of environmental pressures is
not discounted, but the point is emphasized that heredity comes first.
In this case, the egg does come before the chicken I urture can work
only with the tools supplied by
nature.
History:
Des pit e glowing integrationist
accounts of ancient African
achievements, the fact remains that
over the past 5000 years the history
of Black Africa is largely a blank.
(See Nat han i e I Weyl's excellent
book, The Negro In Am eric a n
Civilization, published in 1960.)
Until the arrival of the white man,
there was no literate civilization
south of the Sahara. The black
African had no written language,
n.o numerals, no calendar or system of measurement. He did not
devise a plow or wheel, nor did he
domesticate an animal. He built
nothing more complex than mud
huts and thatched stockades. The
African's main trade was in slaves
of his own race, in ivory and (on
the West Coast) in palm oil and
mahogany. His system of cartage
was the human head.
Instead of the legend of the
happy savage basking in the shade
of a friendly tree, what we actually
find is a miserable creature
wracked by disease, beset by animal and human enemies. The extreme cruelty of the African to his
own kind has often been commented upon by travelers. Cannibalism was com m 0 n - and
incidentally, still is found in Central
Africa.

Temperament:
Civilized (social) behavior arises
as much from temperament and
20

personality as from ability to learn.
Differences between egro and
white are nowhere better illustrated
than in these areas. The crime
record of the egro in the U. S.
is scandalous, and the cost of policing his unlawful acts is greatly disproportionate to his numbers and
his ratio to the total population.
The FBI report for 1963 shows that
per capita the Negro:
Had 10 times as many illegitimate children as the whites;
Committed 10 times as many
murders;
Committed 6 times as many rob-

Iy unwanted and unwelcome is
understandable. U a child - any
child - is given tasks beyond his
capacity, compassion would seem
to force a halt. Not so with Federal
bureaucrats and educational doctrinaire equalitarians. No matter
how good their intentions, these
people are bent on making Negro
children perform at a level above
their capabilities. The Negro child
resents this; and the white parents
whose children are held back also
resent it.

It is clear that we cannot have
complete desegregation and quality
education, no matter how much
money the Federal Establishment
pours into the schools. One cannot
but have sympathy for those school
men who are caught, as the children are caught, in political coils
beyond their understanding and
undoing.
As the equalitarian dogma is
the scientific hoax of the century,
so forced school desegregation is
the tragedy of our times.

beries;

Committed 7 times as many
rapes.
The Negro makes up only about
11 per cent of our American population. The recent senseless and
unprovoked riots by Negroes in
our big cities have been attributed
to almost every environmental
cause imaginable. But certainly a
major cause lies in the immature
and essentially savage nature of
the Negro.
The view that the Negro's limitations arise solely from environmental deprivations and not from
i n b 0 r n deficiencies is dangerous
wishful thinking. Already it has
brought a consistent pattern of
civil disobedience previously unknown in this count r y. It bas
created social chaos, disrupted our
public schools, fomented ill feeling between egroes and whites
where there was none before. The
end is not yet, and the evil that
will be done to our public school
system is incalculable.
The Negro's frustration in integrated schools where be is usualTHE CITIZEN

FIVE-POINT ACTION PROGRAM
OF THE CITIZENS' COUNCIL
1
2.
l
•

5

Prevent Race-Mi1ling. Racial integrity is essential to civilization and
liberty. The fate of the white man land woman. in the Congo and
other new African nations is a stem warning!
Avoid Violence. Experience has proved that where integration occurs,
violence becomes inevitable. Peaceful operation of segregated schools
in the South proves that social separation of the races is best for all
concerned.
~iftt.in .nd Restore L~a l Segregation. As growing disorder in Northem
cities shows, if segregation breaks down the social structure breaks down.
The Communists hope to achieve disintegration through int~ution in
America!

Defe nd States' Righh. The states are the sources of all governmental
power, local and Federal. Under the Tenth Amendment, the states have
the reserved power to decide Questions of segregation. Federal usurpation of any such power is a violation of the Constitution.
Cort-ect the Court and the eo",ress. Both the Supreme Court's "Black
Monday" decision and the Congressional "Civil Rights Act" are obviously unconstitutional, based on false "science" in mockery of the law. If
they stand, social segregation and laws against intermarriage are doomed.
Such a prospect is intolerable! The "Slack Monday" decision must be
reversed, the "Civil Rights Act" repealed!

JOIN AND SUPPORT THE CITIZENS' COUNCIL
Organization is the Key to Victory!

WORK . .. HOPE . .. PRA Y FOR WHITE MONDA Y
FEBRUARY I ,use
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Roy R. Pearson was the tint administrator of the Prince Edward
School Foundation, and now seroes as it. president. He spent 28
years as on official of the Standard Oil Company of New York in the
For East and Southem Asia, and "retiretl' in 1957 to settle in Prince
Edward County, Virginia, where he immediately become active in
organizing the notionaUy·recogni::ed prioote school system (see photo
on facing page).

Solution In
Virginia
By Roy R. PEARsoN

Our private school system in
Prince Edward County, Virginia,
is in its seventh successful year of
operation. We have l242 white
students.
You may remember that the
county's public schools were closed
in June 1959, but were reopened in
September 1964 under a Federal
court order. This year, they have
1600 egro students and only 8
white students, with an integrated
faculty.
Going into the background, let
us recall that the primary instinct
and duty of a parent anywhere is
to protect and provide for his child.
Prince Edward County has become nearly as well known as Bunker Hill but, unfortunately, much
information was presented by outside news media in a manner which

conveyed a false impression of the
situation.

Prince Edward County is a comparatively poor rural county with a
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population of 15,000, about equally
divided between white and egro.
Children of school age are approximately 43 per cent white and 51
per cent Negro.
Our county historically has been
an educational center. HampdenSydney College, a private school
for men, was founded January 1,
1116 and is the tenth oldest college
in the nation. Longwood College,
a state school for women, was established in 1884. Succeeding generations of citizens have been very
interested in the elementary and
secondary schools. As a result, our
people believed in local control,
high quality education, and teaching the heritages of our great country.
Turning to the legal history, in
brief, Prince Edward County was
a defendant in the original Brawn
us. Board of Education suit which
was filed in the Federal courts in
1951. The ruling in this case, issued
23

by the U.S. Supreme Court on May
17, 1954, stated that Prince Edward
County schools must be desegregated "with all deliberate speed."
In June 1959, facing a Federal
court order to integrate the public
scbool s y s t e m immediately, the
Prince Edward County Board of
Supervisors, acting upon the written

request of citizens of the county,
refused to appropriate funds for
the operation of public schools for
the 1959-60 session. With public
schools closed, the Prince Edward
School Foundation was formed by
wbite patrons and began the task
of setting up a system of independent schools for their children. A
similar corporation was chartered
for the purpose of setting up educational facilities for the Negro
children of the county. Unfortunately. that corporation was rejected by the Negro leadership.
Desiring to advance the cause of
education generally and to afford
each individual, regardless of race,
creed or origin, freedom in choosing public or private schooling, the
Virginia Ceneral Assembly passed
laws in 1960 to provide pupil
scholarships. In essence, every child
between 6 and 20 who has not
finished or graduated from high
school, and wbo desires to attend a
non-sectarian private school located
in or outside, or a public scbool
located outside the locality in which
such child resides, shall be eligible
and entitled to receive a scholarship. The amount of the scholarship wi)) be at least $250 for an
elementary school, or $275 for a
high school, or equal to the tuition
charged by the school attended, or
the total cost of operation, excluding debt service and capital outlay,

peT pupil in average daily attendance in the public schools of the
county, city, or town providing
such scholarships, whichever of
such three sums is the lowest.
The constitutionality and end use
of these scholarship laws have been
attacked in both state and Federal
courts. Both courts said they were
constitutional, and the Fed era I
Court of Appeals beld in March
1965 that the grants may lawfully
be used in private, segregated. noosectarian schools if they do not
constitute the preponderant financial support of the scbools.
As an example of amounts involved, during the 1963-64 school
year $391,767,000 were expended
for public schools, while $2,931,000
were paid as scholarships - or less
than three-fourths of one per cent
of total disbursements. The public
schools of Virginia had an enrollment during this session of 976,700;
733,524 whites and 234,176 Negroes.
Due to Federal court injunctions
preventing par e n t s residing in
Prince Edward County from applying for and obtaining scholarships
from either the county or state. our
parents were able to r e c e i v e

scholarships from the state for only
one year and from the county for
only one balf year. An injunction is
still in force, which is not applicable to any other area of the state.
Turning now to the Prince
Edward School Foundation, in the
classrooms :
We bold classroom devotional
exercises.

We bold patriotic exercises.
We teach American Constitutional Government.
We teach the free enterprise system.
THE CITIZEN

We teach the individual to be
selI-supporting.
We teach the proper respect for
individuals and property.
We teach students to be ladies
and gentlemen.
We teach students to think for
themselves.
The Prince Edward Scbool Foundation bas successfully organized
and operated private schools on a
county-wide basis since 1959 witb
these general results:
We are dedicated to providing a
quality education in g r ad e s 1
through 12.
We have a full staff of qualified
and experienced teachers.
We bave completed six years of
successful operation, and are now
in our seventh.

We offer a well-balanced curriculum.
We have been accredited eacb
year by the Virginia State Department of Education.
Most of our graduates are continuing their education. At present,
58 per cent of our graduates are
enrolled in colleges, and are attending institutions of higher learning in eight states.
We have a very low pupil-toteacher ratio, averaging 21 pupils
per teacher during the 1964-65
school year.
Our dropout rate is exceptionally
low, only 2.7 per cent.
We have an excellent library, offering 9086 volumes for upper
school students.
We have s peci a I classes for
handicapped pupils.
Our pupils participate in interschool major sports.
Extracurricular activities are con-

trolled, and are scheduled after
regular scbool hours. Our students
FEBRUARY
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also participate in the normal range
of social activities.
Parents pay tuition fees as set by
our Directors, based on Our operating budget. Contributions from
private sources provide a scholarship fund for children wbose families are unable to pay the full
tuition. As a result, no child in
Prince Edward County has been
d ~ n i e d entraoce to our private
schools because of his parents' inability to pay the full tuition fee.
Our upper school, Prince Edward Academy, covering grades 6
through 12, is housed in its own
debt-free buildings.
The physical plant of Prince Edward Academy is a functional, efficient un i t requiring minimum
maintenance. It includes 35 classrooms, a library. conference and
counseling rooms, general offices,
laboratory, home econom ics department, a large general shop,
boiler rooms, locker rooms and a
school bus sbop.
The curriculum at Prince Edward Academy is designed to meet
the needs of Our student body. Our
administrators are constantly evaluating subject areas and recommending new courses for inclusion
in the curriculum. A student at
Prince Edward A cad e m y may
select from one of three general
areas: College preparatory, business, and general (including vocational ).
A total of 56 units of instruction
are offered during the 1965 - 66
session. Academic subjects comprise 33 of these units; 19)1 units
are offered in practical arts; 1 unit
in fine arts; and 2Jl units in bealth,
pbysical e due at ion and driver
training.
2.

Our academk curriculum offers
5 units of Englisb; 1 unit each in
American history, world geograpby,
world history, Virginia & u.s. history, and Virginia & U.S. Government; 2 units of Latin; 3 units each
in French and Spanisb; 2 units of
mathematics; 2 units of algebra;
1 unit each in plane geometry and
advanced arithmetic, and advanced
algebra and trigonometry; 2 units
of general Science; and 1 urut each
in ad vanced science, biology,
chemistry, pbysics, public speaking
and Bible history.
Our practical arts curriculum includes 2 units each in typing and
shorthand; 1 unit each in bookkeeping and general business; 5"
units of hom e economics; and 4
units each in general sbop and
agriculture.
Other courses offered include 1
unit of art, and 2Jl units of physical
education and driver training.
Quality of education at the upper
school levels is dependent on the
sou n d n e s s of instruction in the
elementary school. Thus, the importance of a good lower school
cannot be overemphasized.
Our lower school offers all areas
of instruction required of public
schools by Virginia law. 10 addition, a strong reading program is
conducted in grades 1 through 7,
using the phonetic a p pro a c b.
Reading in grades 6 and 7 emphasizes vocabulary, speed and comprehension.
All students in the lower school
are grouped for instructional purposes on the basis of achievement.
Groupiog is achieved through the
criteria of student performance,
teacher recommendations and standardized acbievement tests scores.
2.

The lower school also includes a
special education class. This program is designed primarily for the
mentaUy retarded child and those
children with severe learning problems who bave great difficulty in
adjusting to the regular classroom
situation. The two principal advantages of this program are:
(1) [t provides individuallied
instruction on the level, at
the rate, and with the motivation needed for the student
to develop to his particular
potential.
(2) It removes the child with
severe I ear n i n g problems
from the regular classroom,
thereby eliminating a distracting influence and providing a more normal atulOsphere.
Grades 6 and 7 are taught on a
departmentallied basis, with each
teacher instructing in his specialty.
A strong point in our operation is
the weU-qualified teaching staff,
assigned to teach only those areas
for which eacb is certified. The
certification of the 62 teachers and
administrator for the 1965-66 session is as follows :
Post Professional Certificate
(Master's Degree)
16.4%
CoUegiate Professional
Certificate (Bachelors Degree
and Professional
Education)
77.55%
Normal Professional Certificate
(2 y". coDege)
6.05%

Teachers in our upper school
average more than 16 years of
teaching experience; in the lower
school, our teachers have an average of more than 19 years of experience.
A comprehensive testing program
is maintained for both upper and
lower schools. In the upper school,
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in addition to individual 1Q and
reading tests, the Sequential Tests
of Educational Progress (STEP),
School and College Ability Test
(SCAT) , Differential Aptitude
Test ( DAT). preliminary College
Board and Merit Scholarship Tests
are administered. In the lower
school, the C a Ii for n i a Mental
~Iaturity Tests, SRA Achievement
Tests, Iowa Silent Reading Tests
and individual diagnostic tests are
used, along ,vith other selected
intelligence tests.
Approximately 58 per cent of aU
graduates of Prince Edward Academy enrolled in institutions of
higher learning.
The percentages of Prince Edward Academy graduates attending institutions of higher learning
in eight states are as follows:
1959-00
1960-61
1961-62

60.0%
51.5%

58.7%

1962-63

56.7%

1963-64

58.5%

1964-65

61.3%

Our dropout rate has decreased
from 4.9 per cent in 1959-60 to 2.7
per cent in 1964-65.
At P r inc e Edward Academy,
emphasis is placed on attention to
the individual student. Classes are
arranged to reflect a low pupil-toteacher ratio. 10 the lower school,
this ratio is 22 to 1; in the upper
school, it is even better, only 18
to 1.

10 addition, each day, all teacbers
have a planning period that can
be used for counseling purposes,
individual student help, or for
research in the Academy library.
Prince Edward Academy bas two
football teams - a varsity and a
juruor varsity; t h r e e basketball
teams - a varsity, junior varsity
and girls' team; and baseball and
golf teams.
Other extracurricular activities
include our publications - the
school newspaper and yearbook,
the Student Council Association, a
choral group, cheerleaders and the
Future Homemakers of America.
Our bud get for the 1965-66
school year is shown on the table
below.
This is an average of $318.04 for
each of our 1242 students.
As a comparison, for the 1963-64
school year, Vitgirua public school
operation costs averaged for all
counties $324.58 per pupil and for
all cities $337.46, while our costs
were $280.65 (all amounts exclude
debt service and capital outlay) .
Our tuition cbarges for this year
are S300 per pupil for the lower
school and $320 for the upper
school - grades 8-12.
The Foundation now owns, free
of debt, all its buildings, equipment, scbool busses and 28 aCTes
of land as a result of financial
support by our many friends within

BUDGET 1965-66

(Operating budget excluding depreciation, etc.)
Instruction

~311,065 . 12

Other Instructional Costs

5,850.00
18.250.00
13,761.14
17,980.00
900.00
27,000.00
$394,806.86

Operation
Fixed Charges

Administration
Equipment

Transportation

Total
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78.91%
1.50
4.63
3.53
4.17
.26
7.00
100.00%
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the county and throughout the
country.
In summary, we feel we are meet-

ing the objectives of our patrons.
We offer strictly local control and
a high quality education, wbile remaining Cree to change or introduce
methods, programs, textbooks, etc.,
to strengthen educational programs.
We meet state requirements for accreditation, bave provided and paid
for practical school buildings, and
are operating at a cost below that
of the public schools.
In Virginia, some private schools

have been formed to provide education for grades 1 and 2 and
added one grade per year. Others
bave grades 1 through 7, wbile a
few bave grades 1 through 12. It
has been found that an area upper
school offering grades 8 through
12 is more practical in terms of
costs, prOviding that its students
can be drawn Crom reasonable
distances.
How much company do we have

in the private school field? The
Wall Street Journal of September
18, 1963 had an article headed
"Private School Push: Parents Start
More Institutions To Lift Standards." The article said in part that
the U. S. Department of Education
puts the total of all non-public
elementary and secondary schools
at more than 17,000, mostly church
sponsored, with some 6,900,000
students, or 14.3 per cent of the
48,000,000 students in school. This
indicates the parents' concern about
the qua lit y of their children's
education, coupled with a lack of
substantial additional capacity in
existing private schools.
Due to a large number of requests for de tail e d information
about how we started from scratch
2.

and got our private schools into
being, in April 1961 the Foundation printed a book, Setting Up
Privale Schools. Copies are available at $1.SO each. Several hundred
copies have been distributed in the
U. S. and ODe request even came
&om Suez, Egypt.
We believe that the very existence of our independent school in
providing quality education exemplifies to everyone that localities
can con tin u e providing an acceptable Creedom of choice education to their cbildren. Upon request,
Foundation has received groups
of citizens from other areas in Vir-

Private SchoolsDevelopments In
South Carolina
By DR. T.

E.

WANNAMAJCER

OUl'

ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,
and Louisiana and s h are d with
them our experiences in the operation of an independent school system. Following such visits, many

localities in these areas, realizing
the f u t iI i t y of currently-imposed
practices in the public s c h 001 s.
have set up their own system of independent s c h 0 0 I s, totaling approximately ISO to date. 10 most
instances, this has bee n accomplished through the aid nf a tuition
grant program. Time will influence
a larger number of people and perbaps a freedom of choice in education plan will evolve with adequate financial support.
Because Prince Edward County
is not a wea It h y county, and
because the cit i zen s of Prince
Edward County have been able to
develop and maintain their own
private school system, it is my
belief that any other community
with enough citizens who wish to
preserve and exercise their individual rights also can establish and
operate satisfactory private school
systems.
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It was Bacon who said: "Let this
ground therefore be laid: that all
works are overcome by amplitude
of reward, by soundness of direction and by conjunction of labours.
The first multiplieth endeavour, the
second preventeth error, and the
third supplieth the frailty of man
- but the principle of these is
direction."

tion of that educational institution
known as the academy.
There is little doubt that the
failure of the French settlement
established n ear Port Royal in
1562, and the subsequent establishment in 1670 of a successful English
colony near Charleston, greatly influenced the future of South Caro-

Certainly we can agree that the
need for direction has never been
more apparent than it is to day.
And so, even though it is out of
fashion to look backward rather
than forward, I trust you will bear
with me in this disgraceful conduct,
as a part of our search for direction.
First, I would liIce to trace for you
the baclcground and educational
history of my native state. Then I
will delve into the current developments which include the resurrec-

Dr. T. E.
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lina. This led to an attitude which
was predominantly English - in
sympathy, in religion, and in political opinion. It is not unexpected,
therefore, to find that in matters

of education, the Englisb concept
of theory, practice, and support
would have a lasting effect on the
culture of its people.
Englisb scbool conditions at the
time lay stress upon the notion that
education lies peculiarly in the province of the cburcb - that education is a private affair and family
obligation. rather than a concern

of the state. Charity schools, however, were recognized as an obligation of society, and these were

established in England as early as
the close of the 17th Century. It
was this missionary effort of the
Anglican Church and its "Society
For The Propagation Of The Gospel In Foreign Parts" which carried
the school movement to the American Colonies at the South. It is in·
te resting to note that education at

the Nor t h developed differently,
because its settlers were largely

dissenters fro m the Established
Church.
Sou t h Carolina was fortunate
that the missionary teachers sent
over from England were excep-

tionally well-educated -

many of

them had been fonner masters at

Oxford. It was this training and
their teaching which was responsi·
hIe for the classical taste of early
Carolina. As a result of the stimula ting effect of this missionary ef·
fort, tuition or private scbools began to flourisb &om 1733 onward.
McCrady bas estimated that about
200 persons in the Province were
engaged in teaching during this
period.
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With the coming of the Revolution, the English Churcb lapsed in
the Colonies and along with it
lapsed, not only the educational
effort, but also the system, prevailing at the South, of importing
private tutors from England for the
sons of the well-to-do. But the
South was not long in finding a
new means of transmitting to its

people the essentials of ago 0 d
cIa s sic a 1 education. This was
through the growth of an institution
that never. to the same degree, af-

fected the North. The institution
was the academy.
It was by its means and through
its operation that Southern life and
culture after the Colonial period
became what it was and remained

until the War of orthern Aggression and the catastrophe of 1865.
The academies provided the essentials of a good secondary education. They responded to the profound philosophy inherent in all
European schemes of learning that
the great and serious aim of education was "to bridge the natural
gap between the certain acquisition
of knowledge, wit b 0 u t which
higher mental activity is impossible, and the acquisition of the
power for independent work, ,vithout which mere knowledge is unfruitful. . . It was not the learning
merely, but rather what powers

in the pupil - particularly in·
dependence, of judgment, of feel·
ing, of imagination, and of will
- that could be developed and
heightened."
It was in this philosophy of education that the academy molded
a leadership in Sou t h Carolina
which remains unmatched even t~

day. This philosophy of education
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"did not measure the success of
a school by the number in attendance but rather by the numbers
educated." It emphasized "the true
purpose of any school - to educate
well" - that "a little learning is
a dangerous thing" and can be
a greater curse than absolute ignor-

ance. That "education" d i ff e r s
from, though it is not in conflict
wit hi technical and professional
training - that the former "is designed to develop and discipline
the mind for processes of thought
while the objective of the latter is
to transmit knowledge and train
the individual to act."
In the case of education, "knowledge is only valuable as it exercises,
and by exercise, develops and invigorates the mind. Therefore. the
mere possession of scientific truth,
is, for its own sake valueless; as
education is only education inasmuch as it at once determines and
enables the student to educate him·
seU." It should not be overlooked,

however, that "the culture of the
mind contributes to its perfection
as an instrument so that general

education while it directly prepares
and qualifies for no special destinatiOD,

indirectly trains for every vo-

cation in which success is dependent upon intellectual exertion." It

"has taught the mind the use of its
powers, and imparted those habits
without which its powers would be
useless,'"

This view of education bas been
discussed in more recent times. In

an article printed in The Atlantic
'\1onthly for November 1929, entitled "The Sou t h - America's
Hope," Count Hermann Keyserling
expressed the belief. that the South
is the only section of America
FEBRUARY 1 SHS6

where a real culture can be produced. Only in this region have
complete individuals lived. Here
and only here can a uniqueness, an

individuality which leads to a development of com pIe t e souls,
flourish. The same point of view
characterized a 1930 s y m p 0 s i u m
entitled I'U Take My Stand, by 12
Southerners. In the field of education these thinkers criticize our
public schools, and express a desire
for a return to the antebellum system of formal training. Certainly
we can agree that if "man"s essence
is his uniqueness,» then the edu-

cation of the individual is preferable to the achievement of the
modem goal which appears to be
the collectivist's d rea m

0

fan

amalgamated society - socially,
economically, and racially levelled
following indoctrination in 0 u r
public schools.
It is noteworthy that with the
former philosophy of education, at
Willington Academy a Ion e, the
Rev. Moses Waddell was able to
mold such immortal greats as
John C. Calhoun, William H. Crawford, Hugh S. Legare, George McDuffie, and A. B. Longstreet, as
well as a myriad of lesser lights
who would be intellectual giants
by modern standards.

John C. Calhoun was one of
Sou t h Carolina's greatest statesmen. He served as Secretary of
War, Vice President, Senator, Sec-

retary of State and was a political
philosopber .
William H . Cra wford was a
United States Senator, Minister to
France and Secretary of the Treasury. He was probably defeated for
the Presidency in 1824 by an un3\

fortunate stroke of paralysis and is
regarded as the "greatest of the
citizens of Georgia.·
Hugh S. Legare, lawyer and Attorney General un d e r President
Tyler, was said to have bad "the
most cultivated mind in the South
before the war, and was perhaps
the best linguist and most widely
read man in America at the time

of his death."
George M cD uff i e served as
United States Senator, Member of
Congress and Governor of South
Carolina. I t was said on the £loor

of the General Assembly that had
South Garolina College only produced one George McDuffie, its
entire appropriation would have
been justified.
A. B. Longstreet was a college
president, eminent lawyer, clergyman and author.

Longstreet, in speaking of Waddell, well said, "the fruits of his
vineyard are scattered far and wide
throughout most of the Southern
states and long have they been
see n in rich luxuriance in the
Capitol of the Union." It was perhaps unfortunate for the nation at
large that this philosophy of education died with the academy at
Appomattox. In the sadistic horror
of the Reconstruction era which
followed, education languished in
South Carolina.
The puhlic school system as we
know it today is of rather recent
vintage. P u h I i c education, however, had its beginning in South
Carolina in the missionary effort
of "The Society For The Propagation Of The Gospel In Foreign
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Parts." A &ee school bad been
established as early as 1710 in
Goose Creek Parish with Mr. Benjamin Dennis as master. and the

first legislation to establish &ee
schools in Charleston was in this
same year. Since it is omitted in

Northern texts, it should be mentioned that as early as 1742 a school
was built in Charleston by popular
subscription for the education of
the egro populace. The Act of
1811 has been considered by some
to be the first real a tt e m p t to
establish a system of public education. While it did provide for
state tuition grants, the provisions

of the Act gave "preference to poor
orphans and children of indigent
and necessitous parents," thereby

stigmatizing it with the p au per
idea. For this rea son, it was a
failure. Perhaps it was prophetic
that the South Carolina Constih.tion of 1868, written by carpetbaggers and scalawags, instigated
and imp 0 sed by the vindictive
tyranny of an irresponsible Congress, operating under a suspended
Constitution, was the first to make
provisions for a sta te system of

public schools. As might well have
been anticipated, this system of
public instruction which was designed more with a vie w to financial plunder and racial mixing
than the furtherance of education
was doomed to failure in its conception.
The back of Reconstruction was
broken in South Carolina by Wade
Hampton's political campaign in
1876, but the fear of reprisals &om
the North postponed until 1895,
and greatly limited the provisions
of, the replacement for the Constitution of 1868. This Constitution
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made prOvision for a system of &ee
segregated public schools but provided no state financial support for
them. It is worthy of note that
these schools, being dependent upon local resources, were independent of state control. The High
School Act of 1907, therefore, may
well be regarded as the first beginning of the present public school
system in South Carolina in that
it contained provisions for both
state support and s tat e control.
This was followed by the School
Law of 1924, which provided the
first step in the equalization of
educational opportunity throughout
the s tat e. In 1933 this was extended, and subsequent years produced more state aid and state
control culminating in the legislation of 1951. Under the tenDS
of this law, a retail sales and use
ta.< for educational purposes Was
levied on the people "to insure
equality of educational opportunity
for all children between the ages
of 6 and 21." The revenue provided
as a result of this legislation bas
served to construct the mammoth
physical plants of the modem public school system of South Carolina.
Education, however, is not meas-

ured in mortar and stone but in
the degree of training given "the
pupil's mind so that he can master
for himself whatever subject he
wishes to take up."

In retrospect, the interest in private schools in Sou t h Carolina
should have developed prior to and
in lieu of the legislation of 1951,
but society has a certain degree of
inertia which is normally stablizing though delaying; and, as a result, the rise of the academy did
not take place until recently, and
FEBRUAftt 1Gee

is only now beginning to g a i n
momentum.

One of these private schools, and
the one I represent, is Wade
Hampton Academy. It came into
being as a result of the interest expressed and support demonstrated
at two public meetings held in
Orangeburg during the spring of
1964. A corporate charter was applied for and issued to the founders on August 7, and the institution
was formally dedicated on August
17. In the cramped rented quarters
of a home and the church facilities
generously loaned by the congregation of Northside Baptist Church,
it opened its doors to 293 students
on August 31 of the same year.
The first year of operation far
surpassed the expectations of all.
The Academy was highly successful and clearly demonstrated what
can be accomplished when a group
of people set their mind and heart
to a given task. Our model was
Prince Edward Academy, w h i c h
had been studied along with three
other Virginia schools. The advice
and counsel given so graciously by
the Virginia group led )0 the successful execution of the Wad e
Hampton plan.
By eliminating a II vocational
courses and de-emphasizing athletics, a complete college preparatory
course of study was offered during
this first year - even though it
necessitated physics in the linen
closet and Latin in a bedroom.
This college preparatory course
of study was enriched in !;be lower
school with conversational Spanish,
and in the upper school with college level extension courses, and in
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both schools with full-time music.
The proof of the pudding was in
the tasting, and here our three lone
seniors and one junior who elected
to do so were accepted in the college of their first choice this fall.
But the test of last year's accomplishments does not rest solely on
the success of the three seniors and
one junior. It has heen equally
demonstrated by the relative class
standing of the students from Wade
Hampton and tho s e who transferred into the school during the
current year. This was dramatically
expressed by a second grade
teacher, recently employed, who
carne into the office during the
first week of the current session
and said: "I cannot believe it. I
can draw a line down my class and
on the left are the Wade Hampton
students and on the right are the
transfers." She then asked permission to notify the parents of afternoon c1a:;ses for the transfers.
Giving the Devil his due, there
can be little doubt that the unusual
success of \Vade Hampton
Academy during its first year of
operation probably resulted from a
reaction to the opposition which developed during its fonnative stages.
Besides those who expressed an
interest in, and gave support
to, the Academy, there developed
a well-organized opposition group
intent upon the sabotage of the
school plan. As the battle became
bitter, this induced a determination on the part of the loyal supporters which gradually increased
to a degree suffjcient to -move
mountains," The Virginia group
had forewarned our study group to
expect this opposition to develop;
but, even so, the proponent group
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was not prepared for the vehemence of the attacks. Looking back
over those formative days it is
rather amazing that the idea of
Wade Hampton Academy survived
these assau!ts and is currently in
physical existence.
But Wade Hampton did survive,
and some of the academic achieve-

ments of its students are truly
remarkable. In open competition
with the public schools-whose students outnumbered them 20 to 1Wade Hampton walked away with
a first and third place in the senior
group as well as a first place in
the junior group of an essay contest

sponsored by the local American
Legion Auxiliary. A little later in
the year, two other students received one first place and an honorable mention in a similar contest
sponsored by the Daughters of the
American Revolution and, in the
lower schooL Wade Ham p ton
Academy carne near achieving a
clean sweep in a library contest.
Grades One, Three and Five were
given top awards in open competition for the first five grades of any
elementary school.
While the arguments posed to
the parents by the organized opposition were more academic in
nature, the arguments to the prospective students against transfer
revolved around extracurricular
activities - that Wade Hampton
students would have no annual or
class ring - that there would be
no Junior-Senior Reception with
only three seniors---that graduation
was bound to be a bore \vith such
a small n u m be r participating.
eedless to say, all of these matters
which were of grave concern to
the students became accomplished
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facts before the year was over, and
it was said that our graduation
exercises were equally elaborate
and dignified as - but far more
enjoyable than most college
ceremonies.

During the first year, our attrition had numbered only 10. The
first year was completed with 2B3
students. Recognizing that Wade
Hampton Academy was now a
going concern and a fixed reality,
the directors embarked on a
construction program during the
summer m 0 nth s for permanent
facilities. As a result, Wade Hampton Academy was able to open its
doors in permanent quarters this
fall with a school plant valued in
excess of $250,000. Its student body
had increased from 2B3 to 440.
Quite to the surprise of the
directors - who had made no
prOvision for a school transportation system - it was found that the
commuter enrollment included students with residences as far away
as 47 miles to the South, 33 miles
to the East, 20 miles to the orth
and 'l:l miles to the West, with
practically all points in between
being represented. In the absence
of dormitories, two families living
outside of this area purchased
house t r ail e r s which served as
living quarters during the week
while the families commuted home
over the weekend. Another very
talented young lady who lived too
far to commute took up residence
with a grandmother in a neighboring town.
But the great shock came when
the academic caliber of the transfer
students was analyzed. Here were
found two Merit Scholarship \vin3.

ners and a heavy sprinkling of
straight·A" students - one young
lady had a College Board test
score of 1460. One young man, an
honor student, gave up his office
as president of the student body of
a neighboring public 5 c h 001 to
transfer into Wade Hampton. This
young man has already been accepted by a major college in the
East. Needless to say, these top
scholars have provided a challenge
not only to other students but to
the faculty as well And so, with
18 seniors, a very successful year
is forecast for this session. While
the Wade Hampton group is proud
of its record, the details of these
trials and tribulations as well as
the rich reward received in fulfillment of this dream bas been given
not with the idea of self-glorification but with the hope that it may
be of interest and offer some encouragement to those present who
have similar plans. You, too, can
do the same. Other schools equally
as successful as Wade Hampton
Academy were established in the
same area during the same period.
To give you some idea of the
private school interest which is
rapidly developing, it can be mentioned that of those non-sectarian
schools entering their second year,
Wade Hampton Academy offered
the full 12 grades during its first
year of operation, Thomas Sumter
Academy the first 10 grades, while
College Preparatory School opened
as a secondary school and East
Cooper limited its endeavor to an
elementary school. In addition to
these four private schools, all of
which continued in operation with
increased enrollments during the
second year, 11 new private schools
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opened this past fall. Since late
spring of this past year, additional
interest has been evident and group
meetings have been held in at least
40 different locations for the purpose of providing answers to those
questions which arise in the minds
of parents. Since the pattern of
organization follows a well-defined
course, such meetings are usually
the culmination of the process and
the school soon follows.
ot unlike Prince Edward
Academy, seldom does a week go
by that Wade Hampton Academy
does not have two or three groups
visiting and observing the operation_ Based upon this activity and
these observatioru:~ it can be conservatively predicted that at least
40 new private schools will commence operation this fall.

This rapid increase in interest in
private schools in South Carolina
is attendant with the justifiable fear
that some will not survive - or
worse, that some may survive
which should fail. Therefore, to
avoid this eventuality and to improve even those schools which
have the earmarks of success, a
group of private schools including
those in the planning stage has
banded together and organized the
South Car 0 lin a Association Of
Independent Schools, Inc., for the
purpose of pro v i din g greater
academic security for the school
operation through a pooling of
talents, techniques and resources.
Any hint of regimentation is
avoided by board representation of
each member school. It is believed
that hy this pooling of talents,
techniques and resources with the
ready a va i 1a bi Ii ty to all other
FEBRUARY I elSlS

member schools, many pitfalls may
be avoided and such mistakes that
do occur can be corrected before
they have taken their toll. It is
hoped that a similar movement will
take place in other states, so that
the benefits of intrastate cooperation may be enlarged and extended
across state lines with adequate
safeguards so as to avoid the
pyramided ex e cut i v e committee
control so prevalent in public
education.
I would like to close my remarks with this hope: That the
heightened interest in and the recent renaissance of the p r i vat e
academies at the South has been
motivated mainly by a desire to
restore to local control the process
of education which has gradually
left the community only to be concentrated in the state, and recently
delivered to Washington in exchange for Federal aid. Further,
that this restoration of local control will trigger the need for a
re-evaluation of the modern and
lead to a rediscovery of the real
purpose of education, so that in
those schools which will s p r i n g
from this meeting and others the
tasks of training minds \vill become primary and that of producing graduates secondary.
Consistent with this, we would
do well to keep in mind the observation of a fellow Carolinian, James
H . Thornwell, who concluded more
than 100 years ago: "It is not ignorance, but half knowledge that is
full of whims and crochets, the
prey of impulse and fanaticism,
and the parent of restless agitation
and ceaseless change: Certainly,
this state of affairs best describes
our current predicament.
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